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Image above - Lunch, 
eating her last can of 
tuna. 

	 For a variety of different reasons, Lunch has decided to go 
vegetarian. She loves meat, but she thinks that it is best if she stops eating it 
for health reasons. However, Lunch has also been hearing of the product 
“Other Meat,” which has foods that look like meat, that taste like meat, but 
aren’t meat. Lunch is interested, as that means that she can still enjoy the 
taste of meat, just in a vegetarian form. 


	 However, Lunch’s diet change has also changed her Luncheon. 
Today, all regular meat burgers used Other Meat, a beef substitute that has 
good reviews. Lunch gave her customers a survey to see if the burger tasted 
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any different, and only nine percent of the 
customers said that the meat tasted strange. 
That was good enough for Lunch, and she put 
up Other Meat burgers on the menu instead of 
regular burgers. 


	 Another change was in the classic 
Christmas style meals. The chicken drumsticks 
were replaced with Other Meat drumsticks, and 
that definitely tipped cats off. In the end, Lunch 
decided to keep the regular drumsticks on the 
menu. But her next decision has been called 
very good by a certain cat. When Lunch was 
revising her menu, she realized that her fries had 
meat flavoring added to them. And this is where 
Lunch gets sneaky. She asked the Other Meat 
company if they had any Other Meat flavoring, 
and the company did, so Lunch bought it up in 
bulk. Today was the first time to try it out in her 
fries. 


	 A few cats ordered fries around 
Lunchtime, when you could get a special deal 
because it was Lunch’s special part of the day. 
However, no cat was noticing the other kind of meat flavoring, but the real 
test happened when Harvey came in and ordered a large sugar fries. Lunch 
was watching nervously as Harvey bit into a sugar fry. Suddenly, Harvey shot 
out of his chair and ran over to Lunch. “Best sugar fries ever!” Harvey told her. 


	 Lunch wants to go vegetarian, and she 
has tried, but just now Lunch has told cats that 
she is not going to go vegetarian because meat 
is a good thing to have in your diet. Lunch 
changed all of the meat substitutions back to 
regular meat, except for the sugar fries. Harvey 
tips very well for those. Right now, Lunch is 
going out to The Wish for Fish for a fish 
sandwich, because Lunch, even trying her 
hardest, could never ever stop eating fish 
sandwiches from The Wish for Fish. Many cats 

can understand this, and Harvey feels the same way about sugar fries.


	 Subscribe again for more on the meats!

Image above - Harvey, 
telling North about his 
wonderful order of 
sugar fries. 

“If vegetarian 
Lunch had come 
over to dinner, I 
would have 
snuck meat into 
her food.” 

 - NAYA
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